THE ULTIMATE
MEDIA DATABASE
BUYER’S GUIDE

Introduction
Since the advent of public relations, PR pros have dedicated time to getting the attention of journalists to garner media mentions and expand brand reach.
Communicators working in today’s media landscape know that outreach is a struggle — and that
starts in many cases with a lack of resources available when planning for earned media campaigns.
In fact, according to the 2018 Global Comms Report, 61 percent of senior comms and marketing
leaders cite limited resources as the top challenge faced in this space.
Additionally, while counterparts in paid and owned receive the bulk of the media budget, earned
hovers around only 0.5 percent of total funding. However, we know that influencers drive the earned
media space and, in turn, brand messaging with end-consumer audiences. Overusing the same channels due to limited bandwidth runs down their effectiveness and reduces campaign impact. Even those
that do have the budget to invest in solutions for media outreach typically employ multiple individual
tools, splintering their campaign view and management.
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Enter Earned Media Management
Earned Media Management is a four-part

simple. By mapping out potential influencers, the

strategy that modern communicators are adopt-

content those influencers create and the consum-

ing to be able to take a data-driven, systematic

ers that read/watch/listen to that content, you can

approach to their PR and comms functions. By

graph the overlap and identify the ideal audience.

reworking their approach, communicators will be

While this concept is simple, it requires the right

able to better identify influencers based on how

technology to achieve desired results.

they will influence the end-consumer, more accu-

Sophisticated media database technology can

rately craft and pitch a multimedia-rich story, and

make finding and connecting with the right influ-

measure their efforts using the same performance

encers who can reach your audience simple and

benchmarks that their owned and paid media

more effective. Ideal platforms will have artificial

channel owners are using.

intelligence and machine-learning capabilities to

The first thing PR pros need to do is adjust

help you analyze the influencers that generated

their influencer identification approach from

content — such as news articles or reviews on

using established media lists or old-school

third-party sites — viewed by end-consumers with

cold-calling methods to the consumer-first

the attributes of your ideal customer. The platform

model. This requires PR pros to develop a deep

should offer both traditional media identification

understanding of who a brand’s desired audience

options as well as a social influencer discovery tool.

is and to find influencers who can effectively

A “smart” platform will also score the most rele-

reach that audience.

vant influencers across both traditional and social

A shift must occur, where influencers and
journalists are identified based on the amount of

media who overlap most with that target audience.
In this guide, you’re going to learn what a media

actual overlap that person has with the brand’s tar-

database should be, why you genuinely need one,

get consumer. PR pros can easily do this by estab-

and how to choose the right solution that will help

lishing an influencer graph. An influencer graph is

you achieve your goals.

Establish an Influencer Graph
Optimize influencer identification with these questions.

Influencer

Who is you target audience?
What influencers reach your target audience?
What content performs best?
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What is a Media Database?
In the simplest of terms, a media database is a collection of contact information for people who work in the
media or those who are influencers with a built-in audience. It can be as basic as a spreadsheet and as complex
as a cloud software that enables you to organize contacts based on specific criteria and even store notes for your
interactions with them.
You can manually search for publications or media contacts online, which can often be difficult to find or pay
for a subscription to an existing media database service.
Either way, you need to ensure you have access to a variety of different influencers. Journalists used to be the
primary type of media contact a brand cared about, but now they’re one of many kinds of media professionals.
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Journalists

Podcasters

Journalists typically write for a publication, though

Another newer addition to the media landscape is

these days, that might be a print publication like

the podcast. Similar to radio, but streamed over

a newspaper or magazine or an online publication

the internet or via a mobile app, podcasts focus on

... or both. The journalism industry has drastically

specific niches, including the one your brand is in.

changed since the shift toward digital content over

Being interviewed on a popular industry podcast

the last several years, so there are fewer full-time

can expose your brand to an audience you might

journalists and more freelancers who may write for

otherwise not be able to reach.

several publications. This is one reason why you
will need a database that’s continuously updated

Influencers

with the latest information.

Influencers are simply people with a high number
of followers or subscribers who are often consid-

Bloggers

ered thought leaders in any given niche. Comms

Journalists are no longer the only keepers of news

pros benefit from working with influencers

and opinion. There are millions of bloggers writing

because, as you might have guessed, they can influ-

about every topic under the sun (though only a

ence people. A positive product review can result

fraction of them see significant traffic to their blogs

in a boost in sales if it comes from an authentic

and/or work with PR pros to get the word out about

media influencer.

brands). Bloggers may create a variety of content,
from product reviews to opinion and video blogs.

Analysts & Research Firms

Many also accept advertising from brands. There

Other types of media contacts include analysts

is great potential in working with a blogger in your

and research firms, who are looking for leaders in

industry long-term if you are willing to nurture the

your industry. You might end up being interviewed

relationship and, in some cases, pay.

for a research report or having your company
ranked among the competition if you build a rela-

TV and Radio Reporters

tionship with one of these.

Other media to consider for your media database
are television and radio broadcasts. Just like print
journalists, broadcast news reporters cover a variety
of subjects, so pitching them should be a priority.
Securing a placement on a national morning show
could mean millions of views, or conversely, a story
in the local news could target a regional audience.

In the simplest of terms, a media database is
a collection of contact information for people
who work in the media or those who are
influencers with a built-in audience.
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? WHY EVERY COMPANY NEEDS A MEDIA DATABASE?
There are many benefits to investing in a reliable, always up-to-date media database.
Get Smarter Outreach

the most appropriate contacts. You’re more likely

Because it’s become increasingly difficult to get

to get a response to a pitch sent directly to a jour-

earned media coverage, you need every helpful

nalist rather than the “black hole” contact email

tool you can find. Right now, there are six com-

on a publication’s website.

munications professionals for every journalist,
which means you’ve got a lot of competition to get

Increase Earned Media

their attention!

The better your media list, the more earned

But with a media database, you have, at your fin-

media mentions you’ll receive. Think of it like

gertips, a list of media contacts that you can start

this, a media database paves the way to make

building relationships with any time.

your pitches easier and more effective. If you take
notes on, for example, a blogger’s guidelines for

Connect with Relevant Media Contacts

being pitched, you’re already one step ahead of the

With a media database, you can find the publica-

competition who blindly send a copy/paste e-mail

tions that are the best fit for your news, as well as

without acknowledging that blogger’s preferences.

? WHY IT’S WORTHWHILE TO PAY FOR A MEDIA DATABASE?
So, if simply having a media database gives you a leg up, why should you pay for one? While yes, you can manually develop your database, there are significant advantages to working with a provider who’s already done the
hard work for you.
Manual Searches are Limited to Your

Get the Most Up-to-Date Contact at

Time and Findings

a Publication

How much time does your communications team

Another issue with manually building your database

really have to scour the internet for the best publi-

is that journalists often change companies and your

cations and media contacts? If time isn’t an issue,

data quickly becomes out of date. A media database

then maybe your list will be decently robust ...

service provides reliable, updated contact informa-

though it will be ever-changing. But a media data-

tion as well as current social media profiles so that

base subscription gives you far more results than

you don’t waste time sending a pitch to a dead-end

you could source on your own.

email address.
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Discover Social Media Influencers Who are

The Time You Save Not Researching Can

Tapped into Your Audience

Go Toward Building Media Relationships

You may want to include social media influencers in

Creating a media database is only one task in the

your PR campaigns but are unsure who to target. A

overall PR process. Next comes building relation-

media database can provide details on the people who

ships with your media contacts and then pitching

are influencing in your industry and already connected

them. When you reduce the effort spent on the

to your intended audience.

creation step, you have more time to dedicate to

If the communications tool also includes a social

the rest of your PR strategy.

monitoring component, you can also keep tabs with
who’s talking about your brand or industry in real time.

! DETERMINING CRITERIA FOR YOUR MEDIA DATABASE
As you build your database, you must start with

Publications, both online and off, come in a range

your audience because you’ll need to target publi-

of subscribers and readers. A website with 5 million

cations they follow. Ask yourself:

monthly readers isn’t necessarily better than one
with 10,000 readers. It just depends on your strat-

• Who is your audience?

egy and goals. Sometimes you can have a greater

• What topics or interests do they have?

impact pitching 10 smaller publications than one

• What publications do they care about?

major one. Here are some questions to consider:

• Which social media channels do they follow?

• What media requirements do you have?
»» What size do you want the publication to be?
»» What audiences do they serve/reach?
»» Where are they located?
»» How many monthly views of site/blog
should you target?
»» What number of followers should
influencers have?

Just as important as quantity is quality. Your secret to success in pitching is targeting publications that center
around your specific area of expertise, the industries your customers are in or interests your customers have.
Once you’ve answered questions like these, you can hone your search in your media database to find
exactly what you need.
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! COMPARING DIFFERENT MEDIA DATABASE VENDORS
Now it’s time to contact a few vendors for more

tion to show how you can use the media database.

information and a demo of their media database

During the demo, you’ll get a chance to see how the

solutions. What should you expect so that you can

platform performs and will be shown all of the bells

accurately assess whether the platform will meet

and whistles — and how the solution answers all of

your requirements and organizational goals?

your questions. The vendor may also provide you

While you’ll do some of the legwork, the vendor

with some sample contact lists that you can share

should also ask questions to identify your core busi-

with your internal stakeholders to prove the value

ness needs and evaluate the context in which your

of investing in this tool.

company might use the media database platform.

You’re taking your communications efforts to

The vendor should also be able to show that a mix of

the next level by looking at different providers. But

media types is represented in the database and that

before you sign on the dotted line, make sure you’re

it is frequently updated.

evaluating the providers from all angles. Get all of

Once the vendor has asked questions about your
brand’s needs, the rep will prepare a demonstra-

HOW CISION MEDIA
! DATABASE STACKS UP
AGAINST COMPETITORS
As we’ve mentioned, understanding who influences
end-audience behavior is what drives a successful
campaign. Cision® Database offers a comprehensive
view of all media contacts and influencers across the
globe but doesn’t rest on sheer range and scope. You
can leverage Cision’s intuitive user-interface to build

your questions answered and feel confident in the
solution you choose.

Key Benefits of Cision Database:
• Drive Audience Engagement: Understand
which influencers reach brand audiences, then
capitalize with targeted outreach on preferred
comms channels to fuel earned media pick-up
and audience connections. Take advantage of
unique search abilities, recommendations and
filtering to determine brand fit.

• Deliver Comprehensive Outreach: Communicators need more tools in fewer platforms – and

targeted lists for the most effective influencers and

they need them to be intuitive. Partner with

track all outreach with just a few simple clicks.

Cision to holistically manage relationships and

Today’s media outreach requires more than a
volume-based approach. Pitch the influencers that
matter with relevant messaging to drive engagement
and performance of earned media campaigns.
Key Benefits of Cision Database:

interactions with traditional media contacts and
a fluctuating landscape of social influencers.

• Streamline Campaign Maintenance: Make each
step, from campaign planning to outreach and
results tracking, consistent and straightforward
in one space across teams. Reduce tiresome contact research and maintenance, and free up time
for campaign execution.
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Cision Tools for Complete Discovery
KEY CAPABILITIES
Media Influencer
Identification

FEATURES

THE CISION DIFFERENCE

•

Media outlets and contacts

Media researchers collect information from pitchable media contacts,

•

Social presence

including nearly 700,000 influential on social, and make more than

•

“Talking About” search for keywords,
phrases, hashtags and more

•

Additional recommended contacts

•

News archive search

20,000 updates a day to the database for accuracy on 1.7M contacts,
outlets and opportunities.
Cision Media Database’s integration with an online news and Twitter
archive enables users to search for recent content created by influencers.
Segment these searches by topic, region and even what media professionals have written online and in social media.

Social Influencer
Identification

Content
Opportunities

•

Dynamic Social Influencer Search

Social media is vast and ever-changing, influencers rise and fall quickly,

•

Communication Target and Role

and communicators need a tool to navigate this landscape. Identify and

•

Topical Influencer Ranking

•

Recent Posts & Social Stats

•

Editorial Calendars

Editorial roadmaps give an overview of coverage in upcoming sched-

•

HARO (Help a Reporter Out)

ules — see where stories fit best to land coverage in the appropriate

target social influencers as part of a comprehensive campaign strategy.

medium. Tap into a growing content community with more than 55,000
journalists looking for sources from experts and brands with access to
HARO (Help a Reporter Out).

Outreach &
Pitching

•

Contact and bio information

Go beyond a Google search and dive into biographical information as

•

Pitching tips

well as the needs, wants, pet peeves and recent bylines or social posts

•

Coverage specifics

of the leading influencers. Cut through the inbox and social noise to
make genuine relationships with influencers and connect at the right
time and place to leave memorable impressions.

End-Customer
Impact

•
•

Audience data on influenced cus-

Visualize level of influence over time and gain insight into an influencer’s

tomers or stakeholders

audience, including demographics -location, gender, age, education -as

Trending Influencers

well as the brands and topics that resonate with their audience for more
effective targeting. Catch rising stars before they peak, see if they maintain steady prominence, or know when an influencer’s impact is fading.

Unified
Campaign
Management

•

Suite Integration (Distribute, Measure)

Media Database is part of the strongest collective of marketing tools

•

Campaigns

designed to provide simplified user-experience for campaign control.

•

Global Insights

•

Google & Adobe Analytics

•

Social Streams

•

Marketing Automation
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Now take a look at how Cision Database measures up against others in the industry.
Cision vs. Meltwater: Cision provides a considerably more comprehensive and in-depth traditional media
contacts database than Meltwater. Cision Media Database is comprised of 1.4+ million global media contacts,
outlets and opportunities. On the other hand, Meltwater only offers 380,000 contacts (limited to journalists
and bloggers) whose profiles are far less informative. Meltwater also relies on an opaque process for matching
journalists with topics they’ve covered. Cision maintains both its own traditional media contacts and social influencer databases. Whereas, Meltwater contracts with a separate provider (Klear) for social influencer identification resulting in a different sign-on and user-interface experience compared to the rest of their platform.
Cision vs. Muck Rack: Cision media and social influencer solutions have distinct advantages compared
to Muck Rack. Cision Media Database is the largest source of vetted traditional media contacts and editorial
opportunities that combines automation and human verification. Furthermore, Cision’s industry-leading media
research team makes over 20K updates every day. Combine Cision Media Database with Cision Social Influencer
– the largest social influencer database in the world that includes 925+ million influencer profiles across 100+
social networks. This Cision combination allows you to target the right expertise and personalities your audience
turns to for lifestyle, professional and product guidance.
Cision vs. Agility: Agility PR’s Global Database is limited to approximately 800K influencers, while Cision
delivers the most comprehensive influencer and media database for communicators with over 1.4 million traditional media contacts, outlets, and opportunities. To ensure database accuracy, Cision’s Media Research Team
makes more than 20K updates a day. In addition to traditional media outreach, Cision Social Influencer (the
largest social influencer database in the world that includes 925+ million influencer profiles across 100+ social
networks) enables comms professionals to discover and connect with social influencers that reach their target
audiences. Another advantage of using Cision is that customers have access to HARO (Help A Reporter Out) – a
growing content community of more than 55,000 journalists looking for sources from experts and brands.

Conclusion
Having a media database can take your brand farther with its PR and communication strategy. But you need the
right solution that can help you take a customer-first approach by building an influencer graph. With the most
extensive and most dynamic and comprehensive media database in the industry, Cision is the perfect partner to
help you expand your brand’s reach.
With Cision Database, modern communicators can successfully implement the first part of a systematic
Earned Media Management strategy. And then, in addition to our robust media database, our tools also help you:
• Maximize reach with Smart Engagement — An

• Stay ahead of the curve and plan for tomorrow

approach to content and communication distri-

with Comms Transformation — the unification

bution that values a proper mix of both reach and

of earned media management under one team,

relevance for each audience member.

one workflow and one platform, and includes

• Showcase your value to the business with True

the integration of earned media with marketing’s

Measurement — True measurement empowers

broader media mix in paid and owned channels.

brands to measure the efficacy of their communi-

Comms transformation also helps communi-

cations based on the actual reach of a message, the

cators uncover what technological tools are

understanding of the demographics and firmograph-

required and integration considerations that

ics of the audience consuming the message, and,

must be made to best break out of siloed oper-

most importantly, the specific business outcomes

ations and achieve true harmony with paid and

driven by earned media coverage.

owned channel functions and owners.

COMMUNICATE LIKE NEVER BEFORE
WITH THE CISION COMMUNICATIONS CLOUD®
Are you ready to take your communications to the next level?
Schedule a demo of Cision Database today!

REQUEST A DEMO

